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expect definition meaning merriam webster May 20 2024
the meaning of expect is to consider probable or certain how to use expect in a sentence synonym discussion of expect

expect verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Apr 19 2024
definition of expect verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more

how to use expect in a sentence unpacking the term Mar 18 2024
when using expect in a sentence it is important to consider its meaning and context expect typically conveys the idea of
anticipating or looking forward to something however it can also denote a sense of demand or require certain behavior from
others

expect english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 17 2024
expect definition 1 to think or believe something will happen or someone will arrive 2 normal and what usually learn more

expect the unexpected definition meaning and origin Jan 16 2024
expect the unexpected is a phrase that means you should be ready for anything to happen it encourages you to prepare for
surprise events or situations how can i use expect the unexpected in a sentence

expect definition meaning dictionary com Dec 15 2023
to expect something is to look forward to it or to regard it as likely to happen how is expect different from anticipate hope and
await learn more on thesaurus com

expect verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 14 2023
expect to demand that someone should do have or be something especially because it is their duty or responsibility i expect to
be paid promptly for the work insist to demand that something happens or that someone agrees to do something she insisted
that i go with her

expect synonyms 25 similar and opposite words merriam Oct 13 2023
synonyms for expect anticipate await hope for predict watch for look for look forward to foresee antonyms of expect question
doubt

expect hope or wait grammar cambridge dictionary Sep 12 2023
from english grammar today expect we use expect to say that we believe that something will happen we use expect in the
following main patterns expect also means think or suppose when expect has this meaning we do not commonly use it in the
continuous form a will he have bought the necklace by now b i expect so not i m expecting so

expect definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 11 2023
expect meaning 1 to think or believe something will happen or someone will arrive 2 normal and what usually learn more

expect meaning of expect in longman dictionary of Jul 10 2023
in more formal english you can also say it is expected that something will happen it is expected that sales will reach 10 million
you can say you are expecting something expect is often used in the progressive i m expecting a call from the hospital



expect definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 09 2023
if you expect something you think it s going to happen if you got up at 4 in the morning you can expect to fall asleep earlier than
usual tonight if you expect or anticipate something you are fairly sure that it is coming though you might not be totally certain

word choice expect to vs expect ing english language May 08 2023
the verb to expect always takes an infinitive complement i expect it to rain they expect us to present tomorrow this is the
normal way of forming sentences with expect your last example above is as you suspected grammatically incorrect i will expect
you doing well the other example that you gave with expect ing is something

expect wordreference com dictionary of english Apr 07 2023
expect ɪkˈspɛkt vb tr may take a clause as object or an infinitive to regard as probable or likely anticipate to look forward to or be
waiting for to decide that something is requisite or necessary require the boss expects us to work late today

expect definition meaning britannica dictionary Mar 06 2023
expect meaning 1 to think that something will probably or certainly happen often followed by to verb 2 to think that someone or
something will arrive or that something will happen

expect definition in american english collins english Feb 05 2023
verb tr may take a clause as object or an infinitive 1 to regard as probable or likely anticipate she expects to win 2 to look
forward to or be waiting for we expect good news today 3 to decide that something is requisite or necessary require

55 synonyms antonyms for expect thesaurus com Jan 04 2023
find 55 different ways to say expect along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

expect wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 03 2022
expect third person singular simple present expects present participle expecting simple past and past participle expected
transitive intransitive to predict or believe that something will happen synonyms anticipate hope look for when you least expect
it

expect 32 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Nov 02 2022
verb these are words and phrases related to expect click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the
definition of expect the skiers expected deep snow in vermont synonyms look forward to plan on look for envision anticipate
foresee contemplate reckon on bargain for antonyms despair of lose faith in dread fear

what to expect the most trusted pregnancy parenting brand Oct 01 2022
track pregnancy week by week chat with other moms and find information on baby and toddler development pregnancy
symptoms and more on whattoexpect com
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